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MOTTO 
 
ﺪﺟﻮﺪﺟﻦﻣ 
“Genius is 1%, inspiration and perspiration is 99%. Nothing 
can replace hard work” 
 
“Live simply, Love generously, Care deeply, Speak kindly.” 
 
 
When it is a question of God’s almighty Spirit, never say, “I 
can’t.” 
– Oswald Chambers – 
 
“Don’t put till tomorrow what you can do today” 
- Author – 
 
Pleasure in the job puts perfection in the work  
- Aristottle - 
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SUMMARY 
 
Muflikhah, Linna Marngatun. A 320 090 150. IMPROVING STUDENTS’ 
SPEAKING SKILL THROUGH DISCUSSION IN GRADE XI OF SMA 
MUHAMMADIYAH 5 JATEN 2012/2013 ACADEMIC YEAR. Research 
Paper. School of Teacher Training and Education. Muhammadiyah 
University of Surakarta. 
 
 The objectives of this research are to describe whether or not teaching 
speaking by using discussion method can increase students’ speaking skill and o 
identify the difficulties faced by the students in using discussion as method to 
increase their speaking skill in grade XI of SMA M 5 Jaten.In achieving the 
objectives of this research, the researcher uses collaborative research. Each cycle 
of this research consists of four steps: planning, implementing, observing, and 
reflecting. The subjects of this research consist of 26 students. In analyzing the 
data the researcher uses both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Qualitative 
analysis was done based the process of teaching and learning process. While 
quantitative analysis was done based to the scores of pre-test and post-test. There 
were three cycles in this research, each cycle conducted in two meetings. The 
result of the research shows that the average score of pre-test is 37.6, post-test one 
is 5.6, post-test two is 2 53, post-test three is 3 66.15 and final test is  63. Those 
scores indicate that the students have an improvement in speaking ability. 
Through discussion the students become more confident and more critical. Then, 
it can be called that teaching speaking through discussion is succesful to improve 
students speaking ability in SMA M 5 Jaten. There were some weaknesses of 
discussion; (1) just problematic materials could be used, (2) some of them depend 
on with clever students, (3) many students may dominated the discussion, (4) 
subjective scoring, (5) moves slowly the class, and (6) takes long time. 
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